Abstract. Let G be a locally compact group of bounded representation dimension d(G). Then, for any integrable function f on G, the product of the measures of the support of f and the support of its operator valued Fourier transform on the dual space of G is bounded below by 1/d(G). We classify all functions for which equality holds and prove critera for when such functions exist.
Introduction
Uncertainty principles on locally compact abelian groups G have been studied during the past thirty years, and common to all of them is the assertion that a non-zero function f in L 1 (G) or in L 2 (G) and its Fourier transform f on the dual group G cannot both be concentrated in some sense. Let Haar measures m G on G and µ G on G be normalized such that the Plancherel formula holds, and for f ∈ L 1 (G) let A f = {x ∈ G : f (x) = 0} and B f = {χ ∈ G : f (χ) = 0}.
Matolcsi and Szücs [11] have shown that m G (A f )µ G (B f ) ≥ 1 for every f ∈ L 2 (G), f = 0. The minimizers, that is, functions for which equality holds, have been explicitly determined by Donoho and Stark [2] when G is a finite cyclic group and for general finite abelian groups by Smith [14] . These minimizers are precisely the functions of the form f (x) = cϕ(ax), where c ∈ C, c = 0, a ∈ G and ϕ is a character of some subgroup of G. If G is a locally compact abelian group such that G 0 , the connected component of the identity of G, is non-compact, then Hogan [6] has shown that for any non-zero f ∈ L 1 (G), m G (A f ) = ∞ or µ G (B f ) = ∞. Thus minimizers can only exist when G 0 is compact, and in this case it turned out that they are again exactly the functions given by the above formula with the only modification that now ϕ is a character of some open compact subgroup of G [10] .
For an arbitrary locally compact group G, let G denote the dual space of G, that is, the set of (equivalence classes) of irreducible unitary representations of G. If m G is a left Haar measure on G, the operator valued Fourier transform of f ∈ L 1 (G) on G is defined by
In this general context, define A f and B f as above. Now assume that G is of bounded representation dimension, that is, d(G) = sup{dim π : π ∈ G} < ∞.
There exists a unique Borel measure µ G on the topological space G such that the Plancherel formula
In [9] it has been claimed that equality can never occur if G is a finite non-abelian group. However, this is not correct as can be seen by considering the finite dihedral groups (Example 2.1). It was this observation that motivated our investigation. For a locally compact group of bounded representation dimension, we characterize the functions
. In contrast to the abelian case, due to the diversity of the groups in question, the existence of minimizing functions appears to be a difficult problem which we succeeded to solve only for some classes of groups of bounded representation dimension (Propositions 2.2, 2.4 and 2.5).
Characterization of minimizing functions
Throughout the paper, G will denote a locally compact group of bounded representation dimension. Note that these groups are exactly those which have an abelian normal subgroup of finite index [12] . In particular, such groups are unimodular. For a unitary representation π of G on the Hilbert space H(π), d π will denote the dimension of H(π) and I H(π) the identity operator in H(π). Lemma 1.1. Let G be a locally compact group of bounded representation dimension. Then
and hence, by the Plancherel formula and Hölder's inequality,
The main result of [7] implies that if G is a group of bounded representation dimension and if the connected component G 0 of the identity is non-compact,
Thus functions for which equality holds in Lemma 1.1 can only exist when G 0 is compact.
Before proceeding, we have to introduce some more notation. Let N be a closed normal subgroup of G. We always consider G/N as a closed subset of G by identifying G/N with the set of all π ∈ G such that π(x) = I H(π) for all x ∈ N . The term G-invariant character of N means a continuous homomorphism from N into the circle group T satisfying χ(y −1 xy) = χ(x) for all x ∈ N and y ∈ G. For such χ, let
Then G χ is a non-empty closed subset of G. This can be seen as follows. For π ∈ G, let P 1 π (G) denote the set of all normalized positive definite functions associated to π, that is, functions ϕ of the form ϕ(x) = π(x)ξ, ξ , ξ ∈ H(π), ξ = 1. Then ϕ| N = χ whenever π ∈ G χ . If ρ is an element of the closure of G χ in G, then every ψ ∈ P 1 ρ (G) is a uniform on compacta limit of functions in P 1 π (G), π ∈ G χ (see [1, Proposition 18.1.5] ). It follows that ψ| N = χ for all ψ ∈ P 1 ρ (G), and this shows that ρ ∈ G χ . Thus G χ is closed in G. Clearly, G χ is non-empty since every π in the support of the induced representation ind 
Proof. Normalize Haar measures so that m G | N = m N and that the Plancherel formula holds. Since, by the orthogonality relations for compact groups,
for π ∈ G χ and π(f ) = 0 for π ∈ G \ G χ , the hypothesis and the Plancherel formula yield
Since B f = G χ , both statements of the lemma follow.
, and the function
is continuous on G.
where
This proves the first statement. For any x, y ∈ G, we have
and hence
Since the mapping t → R t f from G into L 1 (G) is continuous, the second statement of the lemma follows.
The following theorem provides an explicit description of functions f ∈
and shows that every such minimizing function is obtained by translation and scalar multiplication of functions f as in Lemma 1.2. We would like to point out that even though the proof of [9, Proposition 4.1] for finite groups is faulty, it considerably inspired the arguments of our proof.
almost everywhere for some a ∈ G and c ∈ C, c = 0.
Proof. The sufficiency of the condition follows from Lemma 1.2. In fact, it is obvious that the class of minimizing functions is invariant under translation and scalar multiplication.
Translating and normalizing f if necessary, we may, and shall, assume that f 1 = 1 and f (e) = 0. By hypothesis, we have equality throughout in the chain of inequalities (1), (2) and (3) in the proof of Lemma 1.1. Equality in (1) and (2) implies that
for some c > 0 and almost all x ∈ G. It follows from (i) and
and that π(f * f * ) is the identity operator I H(π) in H(π), for almost all π ∈ B f . We recall next that by Lemma 1.3, the function
is continuous on G. Moreover, by the inversion formula [5, Satz 4] , g equals f almost everywhere. Thus, replacing f by g, we can assume that f is continuous. In particular, then A f is open and (ii) holds for all x ∈ G. For π ∈ G, let {ξ π,j : 1 ≤ j ≤ d π } be an orthonormal basis of H(π), and with respect to that basis of H(π), let (π(f ) jk ) and (π(x) jk ) be the matrix representation of π(f ) and π(x), respectively. Thus
Since
for almost all π ∈ B f . Hence, for each such π ∈ B f , there exist constants λ π,j , 1 ≤ j ≤ d π , of absolute value one such that, for all x, y ∈ A f ,
Setting y = x shows that λ π,j = 1 for all j. Since (ii) holds for all x ∈ A f , choosing y = e we obtain
for all j, all x ∈ A f and almost all π ∈ B f . Now, for such π and
Since π is unitary, it follows that π(x) jk = 0 for j = k. Thus, for almost all π ∈ B f , (π(x) jk ) is the same scalar matrix, χ(x)E dπ say, for all x ∈ A f . We claim that this property characterizes the elements of A f .
To that end, let x ∈ G and λ ∈ C be such that π(x) = λI H(π) for almost all π ∈ B f . Now
and π(f ) is a diagonal matrix since each π(t) is a diagonal matrix. The inversion formula then yields
It follows that if x ∈ G is such that π(x) is represented by the same scalar matrix for almost all π ∈ B f , then f (x) = 0. This proves the above claim. Since e ∈ A f , an immediate consequence of this characterization of elements of A f is that A f is a subgroup of G, and of course A f is normal in G. Note that A f is open and compact since f is continuous and |f | is constant on
Clearly, the character χ is G-invariant, and the orthogonality relations for irreducible representations of the compact group A f show that
for almost all π ∈ B f , the proof is finished. Remark 1.5. (i) The reader will have observed that we always assumed the functions f to be in
, whereas in the papers [6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 15] dealing with locally compact abelian groups, f is allowed to be in L 1 (G) or in L 2 (G), respectively. In this context note that, for an arbitrary locally
On the other hand, if G is abelian and f ∈ L 1 (G) satisfies µ G (B f ) < ∞ then it follows from duality theory and the Plancherel formula that f ∈ L 2 (G). (ii) There exists a Plancherel measure µ G on G for every second countable unimodular group G of type I (see [ [8] ). We have referred to [5] because the technical hypothesis that G be second countable can be dropped when G is a group with finite dimensional irreducible representations. In addition, we shall use some very specific properties of µ G for such groups in Section 2.
The existence of minimizing functions
In this section we are going to clarify the existence of minimizing functions for three different classes of groups of bounded representation dimension. However, we start with a simple example of a non-abelian finite group for which every π ∈ G d(G) belongs to B f for some minimizing function f . Example 2.1. For n ≥ 2, let D n denote the dihedral group of order 2 n+1 . Then D n is the group generated by two elements a and b subject to the relations a 
.
We now proceed to show that indeed every 2-dimensional irreducible representation of D n belongs to B g for some minimizing function g. The group D n is n-step nilpotent and, denoting by
. Thus, substituting n−k +1 for n in the first paragraph, we conclude that |B f k | = 2 n−k−1 . It follows that
Finally, observe that the union of all sets B f k , 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1, is precisely the set of all 2-dimensional irreducible representation of D n .
Proposition 2.2. Let G be a locally compact group such that its centre Z(G) has finite index in G and G/Z(G) is abelian. Then minimizing functions exist if and only if G 0 is compact.
Proof. We only have to show that if G 0 is compact, then there exist minimizing functions. Since Z(G) has finite index in G and G/Z(G) is abelian, the commutator subgroup of G is finite [13, Theorem 4.12] and contained in Z(G). Consequently, since G 0 is compact and
, and then Lemma 1.2 shows that the trivial extension of χ to all of G is a minimizing function.
Let G be a locally compact group and N a closed normal subgroup of G. Then G acts on N through inner automorphisms and hence on N by (x, τ ) → x · τ , where x · τ is defined by x · τ (n) = τ (x −1 nx), x ∈ G, n ∈ N . For τ ∈ N , let S τ denote the stability group of τ , that is, S τ = {x ∈ G : x · τ = τ }. Now, suppose that G if of bounded representation dimension and hence has an abelian normal subgroup A of finite index. Let G F denote the set of all elements x ∈ G such that the set {yxy −1 : y ∈ G}, the conjugacy class of x, is relatively compact. Since A ⊆ G F , G F is an open normal subgroup of finite index in G. The importance of G F in our context is due to the following facts. Let
Then U is an open, G-invariant subset of G F , and by Mackey's theory, for every τ ∈ U , the induced representation ind
τ is irreducible (see [4, Theorem 6 .39]). By Lemma 1 of [5] , U is dense in G F and G F \ U is a local µ G F -zero set. Moreover, according to the construction of µ G in [5] , G \ {ind
Lemma 2.3. Let G be a locally compact group with bounded representation dimension. Then
Conversely, let U be as above and let Proof. As pointed out in Section 1, compactness of G 0 is necessary. Conversely, let G 0 be compact and let N be any compact open normal subgroup of G. Note that such subgroups N exist since G/G 0 is totally disconnected and G acts as a finite group of inner automorphisms on G F . Let again U be the set introduced before Lemma 2. (Lemma 2.3 ) and ind
for every τ ∈ U . Now, Lemma 1.2 applies with χ the trivial character of N .
In the sequel, for a closed normal subgroup H of G, [H, G] will denote the closed subgroup of G generated by all the commutators hxh
Proposition 2.5. Let G be a group of bounded representation dimension and let H be the closed normal subgroup of G defined by (
. By Lemma 1.2, the trivial extension to all of G of χ is minimizing.
Conversely, suppose that G/H = G \ G d(G) , and let N be a compact open normal subgroup of G and χ a G-invariant character of N such that (Theorem 1.4) . Then G χ ∩ G/H = ∅ since otherwise this set is non-empty and open in G and hence has positive measure. Finally,
Then we can define a function η on HN by η(hx) = χ(x) for h ∈ H, x ∈ N . It is easy to verify that η is a G-invariant character of HN , and hence there exists π ∈ G such that π(y) = η(y)I H(π) for all y ∈ HN . Then π ∈ G χ ∩ G/H, a contradiction. We close the paper with two lemmas which might be useful when considering specific examples.
Lemma 2.7. Let K be a compact normal subgroup of G such that d(G/K) = d(G), and suppose that there exist minimizing functions for G/K. Then there exist minimizing functions for G.
Proof. Let Haar measures on G, K and G/K be normalized so that Weil's formula holds and m K (K) = 1. Then µ G/K equals the measure induced from
and define f ∈ L 1 (G) by f (x) = g(xK), x ∈ G. Then m G (A f ) = m G/K (A g ) and the orthogonality relations for irreducible representations of K show that B f ⊆ G/K and hence B f = B g . It follows that m G (A f )µ G (B f ) = 1/d(G).
Lemma 2.8. Let G be a projective limit of groups G α = G/K α . Then the following two conditions are equivalent.
(i) There exist minimizing functions for G.
(ii) For some α 0 , there exist minimizing functions for G α for all α ≥ α 0 .
